
 

The Val de Poix Hotel, in the heart of the Ardennes, offers you a

relaxing setting for your next break in Wallonia.

The hotel features 42 rooms, including 11 family rooms all

decorated by famous Liège designer Baudouin Fettweiss' . Guests

can enjoy the perfect balance of modernity, ecology and tradition.

The hotel's gourmet restaurant will take on a culinary journey: the

very best of the region's recipes are recreated here with a

contemporary twist.

La Grignote brasserie, in turn, offers pleasant a pub atmosphere.

Rue Des Ardennes 18

Saint-hubert - 6870

Phone number (main contact): +32

61 61 13 29

Telephone de reservation: +32 61 61

13 29

http://www.levaldepoix.com
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 Le Val de Poix hotel (Saint Hubert)

Le Val de Poix

The Val de Poix, regional gastronomy and relaxation



Why not order one of the local brews, an Orval, maybe?

The terrace, along the river, has a poetic touch. Perfect place to

enjoy an aperitif or a meal in summer.

The hotel is nestled in Poix's nature preserve - an exclusive

location! The double structure of the building is linked by a

walkway overlooking the Lhomme river, which then cuts through

the village.

Nicknamed in the 50 the Little Paris, Poix will prove perfect for a

discovery-break, a relaxing or romantic weekend, a family stay... or

even a business seminar.

Saint-Hubert wildlife park

Saint Hubert basilica

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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A hotel in the heart of nature.

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/produit/attractions/activites/animal-park/zoo/aquarium/saint-hubert-game-park/10582
https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/content/saint-hubert-basilica-architectural-masterpiece-opens-its-attic-visitors

